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Club Prana Spa 

"Pampering Session"

Relaxation and rejuvenation are the two words that define Club Prana Spa

of Hyatt Regency Kolkata. It offers a completely holistic experience

steeped in Indian healing treatments at the luxury spa. The massage

suites and the interiors of the spa serve as an escape from the daily

hassles of life. The treatments go beyond physical de-stressing and

ensure that mind and spirit are too at peace. The expert staff blend in the

modern aroma therapy with traditional Ayurveda and present the

'Aromavedic' range of treatments for you. Couple spa packages like

'Couple Escape' and 'Spa Sensation' are perfect for overworked couples or

tired parents, who rarely get a moment with each other; avail of these

'Just for two' sessions and re-discover your romantic side. Truly, to sum it

up, the Club Prana Spa is an experience that enriches and energizes you

from within rather than just being a mundane spa session.

 +91 33 2335 1234  kolkata.regency.hyatt.com

/hyatt/pure/spas/

 india.reservations@hyatt.c

om

 JA-1 Sector III, Hyatt

Regency Kolkata, Kolkata
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Sawasdee Namaste Spa 

"For a Revitalized You"

If you are seeking absolute rejuvenation of mind, body and soul, head to

the Sawasdee Namaste spa. Be it a traditional massage or reflexology or

the various body wraps on offer, the skilled therapists have something for

your every whim and fancy. With its herbal and holistic approach, this spa

is an ideal place to de-stress and guarantees you leave refreshed and

revitalized.

 +91 33 4062 1002  www.sawasdeenamastespa.com/  DC 27/26 Salt Lake City, Kolkata
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Bridgette Jones 

"Beauty and Personal Care Salon"

Bridgette Jones is a beauty salon located at Ballygunge in Kolkata. They

offer spa, beauty and personal care solutions. In the trusted hands of

Bridgette Jones and her professional team, they offer the best of services

to their customers. They have a friendly atmosphere and an outstanding

service. They have bridal packages, hair styling, make-up tricks and lots

more to offer. It is located at about a walking distance from the South Girls

College bus stop.

 +91 33 3251 2829  bridgettejonesfashionsalon@gmail.c

om

 78-B Sarat Bose Road, Vinayak

Building, Ballygunge, Kolkata
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Colors 

"Hair, Beauty and Body Care"

Colors Hair, Beauty & Spa salon was established in the year 2002. It uses

all L’Oreal Professional products for hair styling and other skin treatments.

It has around eight branches spread all over in Kolkata. The staff is well

trained and quite friendly too. They are trained on a regular basis to keep

them up-to-date with the latest trends going around. It caters and

welcomes people of all age groups. Cleanliness and hygiene is maintained

everywhere in the salon. All disposable materials are used wherever

required. The interiors are neatly decorated with good quality relaxing

chairs, manicure/pedicure sections, shampoo sections, hair treatment

zones and separate facial rooms.

 +91 33 2448 9474  www.colorslorealsalon.com  17/1/F Alipore Road, 2nd Floor, The

Enclave, Near Alipore State Bank Of

India, Kolkata
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The Be Bonnie Spa & Salon 

"Body Spa and Skin Treatments"

The Be Bonnie Spa & Salon is located in South Kolkata near Ganguly

Bagan bus stop. It offers a number of services such as body massage, skin

treatments, body spa, hand and foot care and complete hair care. It is an

affordable and a relaxing salon where you can come on a regular basis. It

has everything that is required for relaxing the body, mind and soul. All

the products used are international and of best quality. Loreal

Professional, Aroma Magic, Lotus Professional are a few of them.

 +91 33 2429 0149  thebebonnie.com/  87/272 Raja S.C.Mullick Road, Ganguly

Bagan, Kolkata
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